
 am an man 

  sat tan mat 

 fan fat Nan 

 Tam Sam 

 

Here are some silly words your child can sound out. Sounding out silly 
words is a good skill because it means they are not guessing. 
 
 

  nam  fam  

 

 

 

 
Letter Group 1 

 
  



Nan Fam is tan. 

Nan Fam sat. 

Tan Nan Fam sat. 

Sam is the man. 

The man is Sam Fam. 

Sam Fam sat. 

Sam Fam the man sat. 

Sam Fam is the man. 

 

Letter Group 1 

 

  



 

 ram rat ran 

 tag Dan cat 

 can gas fad 

 sag Tad Dad 

 

Here are some silly words your child can sound out. Sounding out silly 
words is a good skill because it means they are not guessing. 
 
 

 gat nad cag 

 

 

 
Letter Group 2 

 
  



1.Dan has a mat and a can. 

2.Dad is sad and Dan is mad. 

3.Tad the tan ram ran to Dan. 

4.Tam the cat ran. 

5.Can Dan tag Tad and Dad? 

6.Tad the tan ram ran to Tam. 

7.The sad rat has gas. 

8.Tad the ram ran to the dam. 

 

Letter Group 2 

 

  



 on sod tot  

 not nod cod   

 cog rod dot  

 dog cot got  

 Don Ron Tom 

 

Here are some silly words your child can sound out. Sounding out silly 
words is a good skill because it means they are not guessing. 
 
 

 gom mog fod 

 

 

 
Letter Group 3 

 
  



1.Tom got a dog and a cat. 

2.Don has a cot on a mat. 

3.Ron is not a tot. 

4.Ron is the dad to Don. 

5.Ron ran to Tam the cat. 

6.The dog ran on sod and Tom got 

mad. 

7.Don sat on the cot. 

8.Tam the cat sat on the sod. 

 

Letter Group 3 

 



 bag bat lab 

 hot had hat 

 lad fox box   

 lag Max Sal 

 

Here are some silly words your child can sound out. Sounding out silly 
words is a good skill because it means they are not guessing. 
 
 

 bax hab lon 

 

 
Letter Group 4 

 
  



1.Does Rob go to the lab? 

2.Can Max fax the tax man? 

3.Sal has to go to the cab. 

4.The hog does not go to the bog. 

5.Max has a can of Tab. 

6.Sal has a hot rod. 

7.Can Rob nab the fox? 

8.Sal has a fab hat box. 

 

 

Letter Group 4 
  



 

 pig pit pin 

 kit kin kid   

 jig jam tip  

 Kim Jan Jim 

 

Here are some silly words your child can sound out. Sounding out silly 
words is a good skill because it means they are not guessing. 
 
 

 jat kom pob 

 

 
Letter Group 5 

 



1. The pig has a bit of hog mix. 

2. Kim does dig a pit. 

3. Jim says, “Does her hot rod go?” 

4. The tip of the mop got a rip. 

5. Sid got rid of the can of pop. 

6. “Hop in the cab,” Kim says to her kid. 

7.  Pam got the big top to fit.  

8.The bib has a six on it. 

 

Letter Group 5 

  



quit quip yum  

yam yap zap  

bus cup gum  

rug fun Quin 

 

Here are some silly words your child can sound out. Sounding out silly 
words is a good skill because it means they are not guessing. 
 
 

 zug yut quam 

 

 
Letter Group 6 

 

  



1.Tup dug in the mud and got a big 

bug. 

2.Gus had nut and yam on a bun. It 

was yum. 

3.Quin got to hop and run. 

4.Let us go get a bit of gum. 

5.The hot rod says, “Zip, zap, zip.” 

6.Quin got to hug the pug dog. 

7.Jim has a sub in the tub. 

8.Gus got gum on the big rug. 

Letter Group 6 
  



 web  wet wed 

 vet vat van  

 wag win wax   

 wig Bev Val 

 

Here are some silly words your child can sound out. Sounding out silly 
words is a good skill because it means they are not guessing. 
 
 

 vog wex wid 

 
Letter Group 7 

 

  



1.Bev got in the van and got her cat 

to the vet. 

2.A bug is in her wig. 

3.The vat of wax is hot. 

4.Tup ran to get in the van. 

5.Did Tam the cat get wet? 

6.Sal and Sid wed at sun set. 

7.Bev does not quit the quiz. 

8.The vet does hug her pet ram. 
 
 
 

Letter Group 7 
  



These are words and sentences from  
The Squiggle Code. 

 
 

They are provided in this format in case 
they are easier for reading and dictation. 
 
You can print them up on individual sheets 
of paper or you can make them double-
sided. This document is formatted so that 
you can use one piece of paper per letter 
group. 
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